It is shown that a Markovian queue, with bulk arrivals and departures having any probability mass functions for their batch sizes, has geometrically distributed queue length at equilibrium (when this exists) provided there is an additional special bulk arrival stream, with particular rate and batch size distribution, when the server is idle. It is shown that the time-averaged input rate of the special arrivals tends to zero as the queue becomes saturated, and a heavy-traffic limit for the queue without special arrivals is derived by martingale methods. This is shown to give the same asymptotic queue length probabilities as the geometric model. The product form is then extended to tandem networks of batch queues using the reversed compound agent theorem (RCAT). In order to obtain the product form in this case, it is required that, in addition to special arrival streams, so-called 'partial batches' are discarded immediately from the network when there are not enough customers in the queue to fill an entire departing batch. Somewhat surprisingly it turns out that, in heavy traffic, the product-form network does not always agree with the regulated Brownian motion (RBM) diffusion limit for the standard network without special arrivals and where partial batches are not discarded, but forwarded to the next node. Indeed, we show that the two models agree in heavy traffic if and only if the skew-symmetry condition for the RBM to have a product form is satisfied. When the condition does hold, our theoretical and numerical results thus validate the use of the product-form batch networks as moderate-traffic approximations to the analogous standard queueing network model without special arrivals and where partial batches may be forwarded to the next node instead of being lost. In the case that the condition does not hold, we obtain a new product-form stationary distribution for the associated non-RBM diffusion limit.
Introduction
Burstiness in network traffic tends to degrade network performance and for many years traffic-shapers have aimed at "smoothing" unavoidably bursty offered load at devices to increase efficiency. On the other hand, switching off some devices when they are not in use and switching them on again when they are next required is a common method of reducing energy consumption. This switching inherently increases burstiness, not only in power consumption but also in the performance delivered. Stochastic performance analysis of queues and networks of queues with batches has therefore become an important means to address these issues and the energy-performance trade-off in particular.
We define a class of batch queues for which we obtain conditions for a geometric queue length probability distribution to exist at equilibrium. These have regular batch arrivals and batch departures, as well as a special batch arrival stream that is activated only when the queue is empty, and "partial" batch departures with nominal size greater than the current queue length that lead to the empty state, i.e. clear the queue. The geometric distribution, when it exists, allows a product-form to be derived for networks of such queues, called batch networks, which is simply proved using the reversed compound agent theorem (RCAT) of [1] in Section 2.3.
Of course there is the objection that, even if batch networks provide a good representation, it is unlikely that the conditions will be met that lead to a product form, and hence efficient solution. However, direct analytical solutions (solving the underlying Markov chain's global balance equations), or explicit-state bounding approximation schemes such as [2, 3] are generally intractable numerically for high levels of system load, and simulation is expensive and time consuming. This gives at least three important roles for product forms in general:
• To provide exact results when their conditions are met;
• To provide a benchmark against which to assess approximate methods and simulation: a parameterisation of a model would be chosen that does satisfy the conditions for product form and the ensuing exact solution would be compared with the inexact model's output;
• Product forms themselves are often acceptable approximations to the model of interest and may lead to upper and/or lower bounds on the exact solution.
We introduce our geometric batch queue -abbreviated to GBQ -in the next section and obtain an equation for its geometric queue-length parameter and an expression for its response time distribution's Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST). Its reversed process is shown to be another GBQ and the rate equations leading to product-form solution in networks are considered in Section 2.3. Heavy-traffic diffusion limits are derived by martingale methods in Section 3 for standard batch queues (with no special arrivals or departures), which we call SBQs, and the corresponding limit for the GBQ is obtained directly from its distribution's parameter. This is found to be the same as the SBQ limit, which may not, at this stage, seem surprising in light of the fact that we also show that the net throughput (i.e. time-averaged rate) of the special arrivals tends to zero as the GBQ's utilisation tends to one.
Tandem networks, considered in Section 4, turn out to be more interesting. Although in a product-form tandem network of two GBQs, the throughputs of the special arrivals at both queues still tend to zero as their utilisations approach one, and the same applies to the discarded, partial batches, the product-form network does not, in general, approach the diffusion limit of the standard network with no special arrivals and where partial batches are forwarded to the second queue. A more careful consideration reveals that the special arrivals at the second queue do indeed have no effect on the heavy-traffic limit, as in a single batch queue. However, the special arrivals at the first queue do affect the limit at the second queue. Moreover, forwarding partial batches to the next queue, rather than discarding them as in the GBQ model, affects the heavy-traffic limit.
Given the zero-throughput results mentioned above, these results are rather surprising. A plausible intuition is to note that the special arrivals at the first queue cause an increase in net arrival rate at the second queue at all queue lengths there -in contrast to its own special arrivals. Similarly, discarding partial batches causes a decrease in net arrival rate at all queue lengths. It is shown that when these positive and negative perturbations on the arrival rate to the second queue are equal on average, the heavy-traffic limit for the tandem network of GBQs is the same as that of the SBQs -a multi-dimensional reflected Brownian motion (RBM), as we again prove via martingales. Furthermore, the condition for these time-averages to be equal reduces to the skew-symmetry condition known to be required for the RBM components to have a product-form stationary distribution. In addition to this satisfying connection with previous work, the product-form heavy-traffic limit of the GBQs, where the skew-symmetry condition is not satisfied, yields a new product-form limit for the resulting non-RBM diffusion. Numerical results are presented in Section 5 and the paper concludes in Section 6, where we discuss how to apply batch queues to energy-performance optimisation problems.
Geometric batch queues
We seek conditions on the batch-size probability distributions and the corresponding instantaneous transition rates that render the equilibrium state probabilities geometric. Product forms in networks of such queues are then easy to identify and write down, using RCAT. It is well known that no such product form exists for queues with only the standard arrival and departure batches described above -unless these are unit-sized with probability one. We therefore introduce additional, "special" batches that can arrive only when the queue is empty. Similarly, partial batches, which truncate a departure batch to the current queue length, leave the queue empty. Our model of batch transitions in a single-server queue is defined as follows, where we assume that the rates are bounded so that the infinite sums exist:
• The state space S of the queue is the set of non-negative integers;
• Normal batch arrivals of size k ≥ 1 are represented by transitions with constant instantaneous rate a k : i → i + k (i ≥ 0), i.e. from states i to i + k;
• Additional special batch arrivals of size k ≥ 1 to an empty queue are represented by transitions with constant instantaneous rate a 0k : 0 → k;
• Full batch departures of size k are represented by transitions with constant instantaneous rate d k :
• Partial batch departures of size k, leading to an empty queue, are represented by transitions with constant instantaneous rate
• The ordering of individual tasks in the queue is strictly first come first served (FCFS).
Rate generating functions are defined for each batch transition as follows:
We assume that A(1), A 0 (1), D(1) < ∞, to avoid null mean state holding times (i.e. infinite total instantaneous transition rate out of a state). The functions A(z), A 0 (z), D(z) are therefore absolutely convergent and analytic inside the unit disk, which lies inside their circles of convergence. Alternatively, we describe the corresponding processes in terms of the total rate of their underlying Poisson point process along with a batch-size random variable. In particular, the arrival process is Poisson with rate Λ and the batch size α has probability mass function p a · . Thus, Λ = A(1) and p a k = a k /A(1) for k ≥ 1. Similarly, the supremum of the total normal rate of service completions (or the sum of the rates of all service completions in any state, whether normal or special) is denoted by ∆, with batch-size random variable β having mass function p
The following proposition gives conditions for the length of a special batch queue to have a geometric equilibrium probability distribution, along with its parameter, so that product forms become facilitated in networks by application of RCAT. Proposition 1. The batch queue defined above, with A(1), D(1) < ∞, has geometrically distributed equilibrium queue-length probabilities with parameter ρ < 1,
for |z| < min(ρ −1 , R), where R is the radius of convergence of the series A(z). 12 If A(ρ −1 ) < ∞, then ρ is the unique solution of the equation:
in the interval (0, 1), whereupon we may write
Proof. At equilibrium, the queue has balance equations, for i ≥ 1,
Suppose π i = (1 − ρ)ρ i . Multiplying equation 4 by z i and summing from i = 1 to ∞ gives (substituting for d i0 ):
Dividing by Π(z), summing all but one of the series terms and interchanging the order of summation in the remaining one, this becomes:
now follows. The converse is proved by expanding equation 1 in powers of z and comparing coefficients. The trial solution is therefore valid (it is straightforward to check that equation 1 gives equation 5 at z = 1) and the proposition follows by uniqueness of the equilibrium probabilities of an irreducible Markov process.
For the last part of the proposition, note that A 0 (z) has radius of convergence greater than R and so is finite at z = 1/ρ. Thus, its numerator must vanish there, giving equation 2. Now let
. Then f (r) > 0 for some r < 1, since A(y) increases in real y > 0 (all its coefficients being non negative), and f (1) = 0. There is therefore at least one solution to the equation f (x) = 0 in the open interval (r, 1) if and only ifḟ (1) > 0 (whereupon f (1 − ) < 0), i.e. iffḊ(1) −Ȧ(1) > 0, since D(z) and A(z −1 ) are analytic in the annulus with inner radius r and outer radius 1, and so are continuous in (r, 1). Any such solution is a valid value for the parameter ρ of a geometric probability function that satisfies the queue's Kolmogorov equations and must be unique. ♦
Notice that the derivatives at z = 0,Ȧ(1) andḊ(1) are the task-arrival and task-departure rates respectively, so thatḊ(1) >Ȧ (1) is the expected stability condition for the batch queue. We call a queue satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1 a geometric batch queue, or GBQ, with parameter ρ. Such queues are used in an "assembly-transfer network" in Chapter 8 of [4] , which is appropriate for models of certain manufacturing systems. The interpretation is that batches of size less than or equal to the queue length are "full batches" and the others are "partial batches" (referring to a size equal to the queue length n which is less than the intended batch size k), which are discarded in the assembly line.
The reversed batch queue
Although to apply RCAT requires the reversed rates of only the active actions -in our case the normal departures -we will need the whole reversed process later when we consider sojourn times in a network of batch queues. Notice that the structure of a batch queue is symmetric: there are normal batch arrivals and departures; together with special batch arrivals and departures, out of and into state 0 only, respectively. Any such queue is specified entirely by its rate generating functions A, A 0 , D. Because of the symmetry, the reversed process is also a batch queue with rate generating functions A , A 0 , D , say. We now calculate these and confirm, using Proposition 1, that the reversed queue has the same geometric queue-length probability distribution at equilibrium (assumed to exist, with ρ < 1) as the original (forward) queue.
Proposition 2. The reversed process of a geometric batch queue with parameter ρ and rate generating functions A(z), A 0 (z), D(z) is also a geometric batch queue with parameter ρ and rate generating functions:
It has finite total outgoing rate in each state provided
Proof. The rate of a transition in the reversed process, denoted by a prime, is the corresponding forward rate multiplied by the ratio of the (forward transition's) source-state over destination-state equilibrium probability. In the reversed process, the reversed arrival transitions cause decreases in the queue length and so become departures, and similarly, the reversed departure transitions become arrivals. Moreover, the special transitions out of, respectively, into state 0 map into special transitions in the reversed process into, respectively, out of state 0. Using the hypothesis that the equilibrium queue length probabilities are geometric, we have
The rate generating functions of the reversed process then follow as stated. The reversed total departure rate is D (1) = A(ρ −1 ) < ∞ and A (1) = D(ρ) < ∞. The reversed process therefore satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1 and has equilibrium queue-length probability distribution with the same parameter ρ. ♦
Example
In the simplest batch queue that requires special arrivals, (normal) arrival batches have size either 1 or 2 and departure batches are all unit. Hence
Since ρ = 1 is invalid, ρ must satisfy P (x) = 0. Now, P (0) < 0 and P (1) = µ 1 − λ 1 − 2λ 2 > 0 under the stabilility condition. Therefore, there is a geometric equilibrium probability distribution for the queue length, viz. the solution of the quadratic equation P (x) = 0 in the interval (0, 1). Equation 3 of Proposition 1 gives the arrivals-in-state-0 rate generating function:
Thus, only unit-batch special arrivals are required for a geometric solution to exist. In the special case that arrivals are always single, λ 2 = 0 and we find A 0 (z) = 0. Indeed, provided that all arrivals are single (unit batches), departure batches of arbitrary size yield a geometric equilibrium queue-length probability distribution (assuming equilibrium exists), without requiring any special arrivals.
Product-form batch networks
By construction, networks of geometric batch queues -batch networks -may have product forms when their nodes are interconnected such that normal batch departures become the normal batch arrivals at another node. The special departures must leave the network and the special arrivals must also be external; their parameters are determined by the rate equations of RCAT combined with equation 1 or 3. This idea itself is not new and product forms have been obtained for special cases in [4, 5] . More generally, product forms were proved for a similar class of batch networks using quasi-reversibility in [6] . Normal internal departure streams may be split probabilistically to several other nodes by using parallel active departure transitions, just as in conventional queueing networks [7, 8] . Thus, the enabling constraints of RCAT are satisfied in that the passive transitions are normal arrivals that are enabled in every state and, similarly, the active transitions come into every state, these being normal departures. It remains to solve the rate equations which equate the reversed rates of the active transition types, a say, to an associated variable x asee [9] for a practical description. Notice that the reversed rates will in general depend on the set of x a and can be found from Proposition 2.
Here, however, we focus on tandem networks of batch queues. In a tandem of J queues, the reversed rates of the departures from queue j that go to queue j + 1 w.p. one have generating function (by Proposition 2) D j (ρ j z) and so the RCAT rate equations are:
for j = 1, . . . , J − 1. In addition, the first node behaves as if in isolation so that
We investigate the asymptotic behaviour of tandem geometric batch queues in terms of both equilibrium state probabilities and response-time probability distribution in subsequent sections.
Special arrivals in heavy traffic
In heavy traffic, the special arrivals have negligible effect in the sense that their throughput tends to zero as a batch queue's utilisation tends to one. This claim can be proved as follows. First, writing
, the throughput of special arrivals (measured in tasks per unit time) is the value of (1 − ρ)Ȧ 0 (z) at z = 1, i.e.
As ρ → 1, the throughput of the special arrivals therefore tends toḊ(1) −Ȧ(1). But in the heavy-traffic limit,Ḋ(1) =Ȧ(1). Thus we might expect the product form to become, in heavy traffic, an increasingly accurate approximation of the corresponding more realistic model without the special arrivals. We verify this conjecture, in terms of both equilibrium state probabilities and sojourn-time distributions, in the next section and the appendix, respectively, by comparing with the corresponding heavy-traffic limits. In Section 4, however, we find that this result does not extend in the expected way to networks.
SBQ heavy-traffic limit
In this section we consider a sequence of standard batch queues indexed by n ≥ 1. Arrivals of batches occur at Poisson rate λ n to the nth queue and departures at Poisson rate µ n . We assume that arrival batch sizes are distributed according to the discrete probability distribution p a k for k ≥ 1 and departure batch sizes according to p d k for k ≥ 1. The batch-size distributions are independent of n and can be arbitrary other than requiring the existence of the first four moments, which we write as
We define, correspondingly, the rate generating functions A n (z), D n (z) and A n 0 (z), where a n k = λ n p a k , for example. Define the aggregate task arrival and service ratesλ n = E[α]λ n andμ n = E[β]µ n , respectively. The heavy-traffic regime we consider assumes that for some fixed ν > 0, as n → ∞,λ n → ν andμ n → ν (so that the utilizationλ n /μ n → 1). We also assume, in the usual way for heavy-traffic limits, that √ n(λ n −μ n ) → θ for some θ ∈ R.
SBQ queue-length process limit
We construct the queue length process here in terms of, for each n ≥ 1, independent Poisson processes A n (t) and D n (t) of rates λ n and µ n , respectively, and
mutually independent and identically distributed sets of positive-integer-valued random variables with distributions p a k and p d k for k ≥ 1, respectively, which are also independent of each other. Then, assuming that the initial state of the nth queue is distributed as
Then by the memoryless property the queue-length process for the nth queue is equal in distribution to the one-dimensional reflection of X n :
. The heavytraffic limit will arise in the usual way through a central-limit-theorem rescaling of the queue-length process in space by 1/ √ n and in time by n. This has the effect of increasing the frequency but reducing the magnitude of jumps in precisely the correct manner to achieve the limiting result. To this end, definē
. We now define additionally compensated versions of the integral component processes
βDn (s) dD n (s) in order to obtain martingales which can then be exploited to prove the limit theorems, adapting the style of methodology in [10] . Informally, the martingales are obtained by subtracting averages to 'balance the processes in expectation':
Formally, we use Lemma 1 in Appendix C to show thatM n A andM n D are locally square-integrable martingales with respect to the filtration
We now write the rescaled queue-length process in terms of the martingales: forQ
Our intention is to apply the martingale functional central limit theorem (FCLT) to obtain limits for the martingale terms and then to use the continuous mapping theorem to generate limits for the queue-length process from these. In order to apply the martingale FCLT, we exploit Lemma 1 again which gives a characterisation of their predictable quadratic variation processes (see e.g. [10] for more of the supporting theory):
We have further that the predictable covariations M n A ,M n D (t) = 0 w.p. 1 sinceĀ n andD n are independent and thus share no jumps w.p. 1. We wish to apply the specific version of the martingale FCLT in [11, Theorem 2.1]. To do so, it remains to verify that the jumps of the martingale terms decay asymptotically in the following sense, for any T ∈ R + :
and similarly forM n D . We give the reasoning only forM n A since it is identical in both cases.
using a simple bound for the expected maximum order statistic of independent and identically distributed random variables [e.g. 12, Section 4.2]. The sum on the right is bounded above by
where X is a Poisson random variable with mean λ n nT , which, in turn, is bounded above by exp(λ n nT ) √ λ n nT by Jensen's inequality, from which the required limit follows. The bound used above is the reason for requiring the existence of moments of the batch-size distributions up to order four rather than just two. It may be possible to relax this restriction.
The conditions of the martingale functional central limit theorem have now been verified so that, as n → ∞:
where B A and B D are independent standard Brownian motions and the convergence is weak on
endowed with the uniform topology. Assuming thatQ n (0) ⇒ Y (0) in R as n → ∞, the continuous mapping theorem yieldsX n ⇒ Y , where Y is defined by:
where B is another standard Brownian motion. Finally by another application of continuous mapping, we have the following result [e.g. 13].
Proposition 3. LetQ n be the sequence of rescaled queue-length processes of the batch queues without special arrivals. Then, under the above assumptions and ifQ
is a regulated (or reflected) Brownian motion (RBM) with initial state Y (0), drift θ and variance parameter ν
GBQ queue-length process limit
To make the nth queue of the above sequence of SBQs a geometric batch-queue, special arrivals must be added in state 0 with rates given by Proposition 1. Then, the same proposition gives the parameter ρ in equation 2. In heavy traffic this equation must have a double root at ρ = 1; there is always one root at 1 and as n increases the valid root must also tend to 1. Thus, defining f (x) = A(
, a necessary condition for a heavy-traffic solution isḟ (1) = 0. i.e. −Ȧ(1) +Ḋ(1) = 0 orȦ(1) =Ḋ (1), as expected. To find the asymptotic form of ρ n for the nth queue, f (x) is expanded as a Taylor series about x = 1 to second order, which gives the correct asymptotic result when the third derivatives of A and D exist (which is implied by finite third moments of the batch-size distributions) by the mean value theorem:
and so the equilibrium probability that the length of the geometric batch queue is greater than N −1 is (1−κ n /m) m(N/m) . Now, according to the asymptotic regime defined in the previous subsection, the queue length scales by 1/m. Thus, π
n v . The heavy-traffic limit is therefore an exponential random variable with mean
, which is the same as the limit for the queue without special arrivals obtained in the previous section. This verifies the conjecture that the special arrivals have no effect in the heavy-traffic limit. The question of how good an approximation the geometric batch queue is to the corresponding queue with no special arrivals in moderate traffic is considered numerically in Section 5.
Heavy-traffic limits for a tandem network
We consider now a sequence of tandem networks of J batch queues in series indexed by n. Arrivals of batches occur at Poisson rate λ n only to the first node and departures at Poisson rate µ n j from the jth node for j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. We assume that arrival batch sizes are distributed according to the discrete probability distribution p Analogously to the single node case, we first consider the heavy-traffic limit for the version of the network without special arrivals and where partial batches do not leave the network but are forwarded to the next node as normal batches are. We then consider the same limit in the case of the geometric batch queue.
The queue-length process limit for a standard tandem network
For each n ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , J} construct independent Poisson processes A n (t) and D 
for j ∈ {2, . . . , J}. Then the vector-valued queue-length process
and for j ∈ {2, . . . , J}:
where Y n is the minimal (simultaneously in all coordinates j ∈ {1, . . . , J}) non-decreasing process in
If we define the reflection matrix R ∈ R J×J by:
then we may write alternatively Q n (t) = X n (t) + RY n (t). Existence, uniqueness and continuity of the multi-dimensional reflection map are established in many places in the literature [e.g. 14, Section 14.2].
Then as in the last section defineĀ
(1/ √ n)Q n (nt) and:
As in the previous section, by Lemma 1, all of theM n A andM n j,D are locally square-integrable martingales with respect to the filtration
and their predictable quadratic variation processes are M n
for j ∈ {1, . . . , J}. As before, we have that the predictable covariations M n A ,M Application of the martingale functional central limit theorem then yields, as n → ∞:
where the B A and B j,D are independent standard Brownian motions and the convergence is weak on D R J+1 [0, ∞) endowed with the uniform topology. Assuming thatQ n (0) ⇒ Y(0) in R J as n → ∞, the continuous mapping theorem yieldsX n ⇒ Y, where:
B j,D (t) + θ j t for j ∈ {2, . . . , J}. So Y(t) is a J-dimensional correlated Brownian motion with drift vector θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ J ) T and covariance matrix:
Finally by another application of continuous mapping, we have the following result.
Proposition 4. LetQ
n be the sequence of rescaled queue-length processes of the tandem networks of batch queues without special arrivals and where partial batches are not discarded. Then, under the above assumptions and ifQ
where R is the J-dimensional regulator map with reflection matrix R defined above and R[Y] is an RBM.
Such an RBM has a unique stationary distribution if and only if [15] :
. . .
where the inequality is component wise. Furthermore, this stationary distribution is of product form if and only if, additionally the skew-symmetry condition holds [15] , 2Γ = RΛ + ΛR T , where Λ is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Λ jj equal to Γ jj . In our case this equation is:
So in order for this to be satisfied, we require that
In this case, the marginal distribution at the jth node is exponential with mean [15] 
The queue-length process limit for a tandem network of GBQs
The product-form solution for a tandem network of geometric batch queues is given by the rate equations of RCAT, as discussed in Section 2.3. Equations 7 and 6 can be solved successively: equation 7 gives ρ 1 , then equation 6 applied successively for j = 1, 2, . . . , J − 1 gives ρ 2 , ρ 3 , . . . , ρ J respectively. Each instance of j gives an equation in two variables and to find the asymptotic behaviour of ρ j+1 we again expand to second order in small quantities (valid when the third moments of the batch sizes are finite). Let f j (x, y) =
. The equation f j (x, y) = 0 is always satisfied by y = 1 for all x, so a necessary condition for a heavy-traffic solution (where all queues are saturated) is ∂f /∂y| y=1 = 0.
Differentiation of f gives, at the point x = y = 1, ∇f = (0, −Ḋ j (1) +Ḋ j+1 (1)) and the Hessian of f is
Therefore, to second order,
Thus, since j+1 = 0, for j = 1, . . . , J − 1, we obtain the linear recurrence:
(as for the single batch queue)
Under condition 10, the recurrence 11 simplifies to
for j = 1, . . . , J − 2, with
for j = 1, . . . , J − 1 and, finally,
similarly. The limit is therefore a product form of exponential distributions with means
. . , J, in agreement with the heavy-traffic limit of the previous section. However, the product forms still have a limit even when condition 10 does not hold. This suggests that a new heavy-traffic diffusion limit should hold for the GBQ networks in this case, and, furthermore, that they have a product-form stationary distribution given by the above explicit limit.
The subject of a paper currently in preparation is to characterise the corresponding diffusion limit explicitly. It is fairly clear to see however that it will behave similarly to a standard multi-dimensional Brownian motion while it remains inside the non-negative orthant but, induced by the non-neglible limiting effect of special arrivals and non-forwarded partial batches, will have additional special boundary behaviour when one or more of its components is at the origin. This kind of process is likely related to various forms of sticky Brownian motion and other Brownian motion processes [16, 17, 18] , and, in light of the results of this paper, we know in advance that this new class of diffusion limit will admit a product-form stationary distribution.
Limiting regimes in a two-node tandem network
In a tandem pair of batch queues, the special arrivals to node 1 cause an increase in net arrival rate to node 2 at all queue lengths there, which is not the case for the special arrivals to node 2. We therefore expect that the special arrivals to node 2 have no effect in heavy traffic (as in a single batch queue), but that this may not be the case for the special arrivals to node 1. Similarly, discarding partial batches causes a decrease in net arrival rate at all queue lengths of node 2 -the special arrivals to node 1 and discarding of partial batches from node 1 work "against each other" as far as the queue length at node 2 is concerned.
The following proposition shows that when these net throughputs are equal, the GBQ limit is the same as the SBQ heavy-traffic limit.
Proposition 5. In a two-node tandem batch-network of GBQs at equilibrium, in which the batch sizes have finite first two moments, the GBQ limit is the same as the SBQ heavy-traffic limit given by the composition of RBMs in Section 4.1 if and only if the time-averaged arrival rate of the special arrivals at the first node is equal to the time-averaged rate of discarding partial batches from the first node.
Proof. For a single GBQ with the usual notation, the time-averaged arrival rate of the special arrivals is
to zero order in 1 − ρ on expanding A(ρ −1 ) in powers of ρ − 1. Similarly, the time-averaged rate of discarding partial batches from node 1 is
Thus, as ρ 1 → ∞, the time-averaged special arrival and partial batch discard rates are equal iffÄ (1) =D (1), whereupon the GBQ limit is the same as the SBQ heavy-traffic limit by the result of Section 4.1. ♦
Numerical results

Single node
For the regime defined in terms of the scaling parameter n in Section 3, we chose various probability distributions, p The maximum batch size is 3 for arrivals and 2 for departures and we write p 
Tandem network
Tandem networks are more interesting because the input point-process to the second queue is no longer
Poisson and there is also the choice of discarding partial batches (as assumed in the product-form GBQ network) or forwarding them to the second queue (as in the SBQ network). We considered a tandem network of two nodes under the regime defined in terms of the scaling parameter n in Section 3.1, where the skew-symmetry condition does not hold. We used the same parameterisation for the first queue as in the previous section and fed its output into the second queue -with either discarding or forwarding of partial batches when the queue length at the first queue is 1 -i.e. less than the maximum batch size of 2. The external batch-arrival rate at queue 2 is zero and its batch-departure rate is 4/E[β] + 1/(8 √ n). Thus, in the limit, the task-arrival and task-departure rates are all 4 again. The equilibrium behaviour of the tandem pair of GBQs is given by the solution (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) of equations 6, 7, which are solved numerically for each model parameterisation and scaling factor n.
To examine the accuracy of the GBQ approximation in networks with discarded partial departure-batches, as well as the effect of discarding, we considered a series of parameterisations corresponding to scaling parameter n = 5, 10, . . . , 50 for a tandem pair given by p Table 1 and show good agreement (first two sets of four columns). However, when partial batches are forwarded instead of being discarded (last four columns), the product-form approximation is very poor, which shows the significance of such forwarding when the skew-symmetry condition does not hold, even at heavy traffic when their influence could be expected to be negligible since then queue 1 would rarely have only one task.
Skew symmetry
We next considered a network where the skew-symmetry condition holds, specifically with parameterisation p shown at increasing utilisations (0.752707, 0.885707, 0.914116) in Figure 3 , which reveals increasingly good agreement between the SBQ and the GBQ as the traffic intensity increases, as we expect from the equivalence established in Section 4.2. However, in the case with no forwarding, the agreement is less accurate, revealing the potentially non-negligible influence of forwarding in the heavy-traffic limit. The first queue is parameterised exactly as in the previous section and so has CDF as in Figure 1 . Table 1 : Means and standard deviations in the tandem pair of GBQs with arrival batch-size probability mass function p a 1 = 1 at node 1 and departure batch-size probability mass functions p 
Larger batch sizes
Tandem networks of two queues with larger batch sizes exhibit the same qualitative effects. Figure 5 shows 
Lower utilisation
Finally, to see the extent of the error in the approximation at lower traffic intensities, we reduced the scaling parameter to n = 0.8, with larger batches at the previous parameterisation for skew symmetry, i.e. 
Conclusion
Batch queueing networks are a key modelling tool for the analysis of bursty traffic which is a crucial feature of many energy-efficient systems since it introduces significant idle periods during which servers can be powered down. However, in general, networks of batch queues do not admit a tractable analysis.
To illustrate a potential role of such models, recall that, in general, burstier traffic gives poorer performance, but facilitates greater energy saving through lower device power levels. We consider briefly one optimisation strategy for batch networks that allows variable batch sizes but fixed mean task, or byte, arrival rate. To aid load balancing, we introduce additional arrivals to idle nodes. These can reasonably be chosen to be larger in intensity for a node with lower utilisation and so the special arrival process is at least a plausible candidate. The average energy saving per unit time, E, is then given by the mean idle time, the reciprocal of the batch arrival rate, proportional to the batch size. The mean response time, R, of a task, on the other hand, can be obtained from the mean node occupancy and Little's result. Such quantities are routine to obtain in product-form networks, [e.g. 19], so GBQs provide at least a benchmark -a model parameterisation for which exact numerical performance indices can be computed efficiently. The aim is to maximise energy saving and to minimise response time, so a suitable utility function to maximise is the quantity E α R −β for suitable positive constants α, β > 0 chosen from user profile data and the specific objective function. Alternatively, we could maximise E subject to a maximum specified value allowed for R.
Often, optimisation with respect to higher moments or quantiles is required, for example maximising average energy saving given that 90% of response times must be less than one second. Such analysis is possible for GBQ models using our results on response-time distributions; see the Appendix.
In any operating system for enterprise-scale storage, there is always a considerable amount of background workload arising from tasks like deduplication, RAID reconstruct and garbage collection. These are highly bursty in nature but can be broken up into subtasks and scheduled by the operating system according to the installation's particular objectives (e.g. low latency, low energy consumption, high reliability etc). It may be worthwhile to schedule such tasks when nodes are idle in such a way that a product form is attained for the relevant network of devices. Any excess background load can be scheduled along with the normal load so as to approximate batch size distributions jointly compatible with the background load to yield a product form. If this can be done to a good degree of accuracy, performance would become predictable, facilitating a range of dynamic, run-time optimisations.
To summarise, we have characterised a class of batch queues and tandem networks of such queues that have a geometric product-form distribution at equilibrium, which we have called geometric batch queues.
The product form arises due to the addition of "special" arrival streams which are activated only when a node is idle, and the requirement that partial service batches at any node must leave the network. We show that, somewhat surprisingly, these additional arrival streams and the non-forwarding of partial batches is, in general, non-negligible in heavy-traffic. In fact, these extra effects can only be ignored in heavy traffic when a particular skew-symmetry condition holds, which matches that required for the limiting regulated Brownian motion diffusion limit to have a product-form stationary distribution.
This has two interesting implications, one practical and one more theoretical. Firstly, it validates the use of the geometric batch network as a moderate-traffic approximation to the standard network without special arrivals and with or without the forwarding of partial batches, but only when the skew-symmetry condition holds. Secondly, in the case that the skew-symmetry condition does not hold, the heavy-traffic limit of the product-form geometric batch network still exists suggesting the existence of a new diffusion limit with a product-form stationary distribution.
The corresponding generating function for the LSTs of the remaining sojourn time distributions in the reversed process is:
where
Proof. When the task is at the front of the queue, with no task in front of it, R * 0 = S * . Otherwise, for n > 0,
Thus,
The result for the reversed process follows from Proposition 2. ♦ When normal departure batches have geometric distribution, with probability mass function D(1)(1 − δ)δ k−1 , straightforward algebra yields
. Response times in a tandem pair of GBQs
We consider response times on a path through a tandem network of two nodes, in which tasks that pass between the nodes may arrive at the first one and leave from the second one in either normal or special batches. We consider the middle state of the pair of nodes at the instant the tagged task leaves node 1 and enters node 2. This is defined as the ordered pair comprising the numbers of tasks left behind at node 1 and in front of the tagged task at node 2 -i.e. excluding the tagged task in both cases. We consider the reversed sojourn timeT 1 (N 1 , N 2 , M, K) at node 1 and the forward sojourn time T 2 (N 1 , N 2 , M, K) at node 2, conditioned on the middle state (N 1 , N 2 ) and numbers of tasks behind and in front of the tagged task in its own batch, (M, K). The conditional response time random variable is thenT N 2 , M, K) and its probability distribution can be computed by deconditioning with respect to the middle-state and position-in-batch probabilities. In a product-form, tandem batch network, the probability distribution of the middle state (s, s ) is precisely the set of equilibrium probabilities
where (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) is the solution of the rate equations 6, 7. This is simply proved by flux arguments since the process is Markovian. The size of an in-transit tagged task's batch at equilibrium is independent of the middle state, and has probability generating function D 1 (ρ 1 z)/D 1 (ρ 1 ); this can be shown similarly.
For simplicity, we assume that normal batches remain the same size when passing between nodes, which is also the typical situation. In a two-node batch network, given the probability mass function of the position of a tagged task in a batch at the instant the batch transits from node 1 to node 2, we can find the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of the joint probability distribution of the two node-sojourn-times, and hence of the network's response-time distribution, at equilibrium. We define f mk to be the joint probability that, in an arriving batch of size m + k + 1, there are k tasks in front of and m tasks behind the tagged task. Three commonplace possibilities arise, where the tagged task is: (1) First in batch, whence
by the standard backwards-forwards recurrence result for renewal periods.
Using the reversed process for the first queue, the forward process for the second queue and the equilibrium property of the middle state, as described above, we immediately have:
Proposition 7. The tagged task's joint probability distribution of node-sojourn times has LST:
where the functions G m R1
, G k R2 are defined as in Proposition 6.
Unfortunately, this argument cannot be extended simply to larger networks because tasks propagating through the network must pass from node to node as normal tasks and not be discarded. However, for tandem networks of two nodes, our method of utilizing the "middle state" guarantees that the tagged task does pass between the two nodes and we can obtain numerical results at any traffic intensity when the support of the batch sizes is small (e.g. (1) θδ+D (1) 
θ+D(1)−(θδ+D(1))x . We then have: Proposition 8. When the arrival batch sizes at node 1 and the departure batch sizes at node 2 are both geometric, with generating functions
respectively, the LST of the joint node-sojourn time probability distribution in the tandem pair is:
where F (z 1 , z 2 ) = Proof. The result follows by applying the above expression for G k R (x; θ) to the forwards process at node 2 and to the reversed process at node 1, and then substituting into Proposition 7. ♦ When the tagged task is first, last or randomly positioned in its batch in the middle state, it is straightforward to show that the generating function F is respectively defined by: (1) F f (z 1 , z 2 ) = z
α A n (s) dA n (s) and O n (t) = I n (t) − Q n (t). Define the virtual waiting time process: W n (t) = inf{s ≥ 0 : O n (s) > I n (t)} − t. Note that by the PASTA property W n (∞) has the same distribution as the steady-state response time for the first customer in an arriving batch. WriteW n (t) = (1/ √ n)W n (nt) and note that:
W n (t) = √ n(inf{s ≥ 0 : (1/n)O n (ns) > (1/n)I n (nt)} − t)
Recall from Section 4.1 that jointly:
and:
Then using Lemma 2 in Appendix C regarding the continuity of the inverse map, we have the following result.
Proposition 9. LetW n be the sequence of virtual waiting time processes for the batch queues without special arrivals. Then under the above assumptions as n → ∞, we have:
For θ < 0, the stationary distribution of (1/ν)R[Y ] is exponential with mean − 1 2θ
Appendix B.2. GBQ response time limit
We saw in Proposition 6 that the first task in a batch has exponential response time with mean 1/(D(1)− D(ρ)) at equilibrium. In heavy traffic, with ρ = 1 − κ n / √ n, this becomes √ n/(Ḋ n (1)κ n ) -measured in task-units. Rescaling by √ n this becomes
in agreement with the diffusion limit. We conclude this section by showing that the same result holds for all individual tasks in a batch.
We first define G 
where γ is the random variable denoting the number of tasks ahead of the tagged task in its arriving batch, with probability mass function p(·), which has finite mean by hypothesis. Finally, since R * k−m −i ≤ 1,
which is bounded since the task's batch size has finite first two moments. Hence, in the limit n → ∞, Analogously to the previous section, we first consider the heavy-traffic limit for the tandem network without special arrivals and discarded batches and then that of the geometric batch-queue tandem network.
